
Thermally
Protected 
Motor
Thermal protection 
prevents damage to the 
motor from overheating. 

The CleanTEC® Advantage

Shred Bag
Dahle Shred Bags features gusseted 
sides to expand to the maximum 
capacity of your shredder cabinet.

SmartPower
Multi-stage energy manage-
ment system that reduces pow-
er consumption when sitting 
idle, and eliminates power use 
after 30 minutes of inactivity.

Wooden Cabinet
W/Swivel Casters
Attractive wood cabinets help 
reduce noise and fit in with 
any office decor. Swivel cast-
ers make it easy to move your 
shredder from office to office. 

EvenFlow 
Lubricator
This automatic oiler provides 
slow, continuous lubrica-
tion across the entire cutting 
mechanism and  ensures 
peak shredder performance 
(excludes strip cut models).

Shock Mounts
The shredding module 
sits on rubber mounts to 
isolate noise and vibration 
from the cabinet, making 
Dahle shredders some of 
the quietest on the market. 

Chain Driven
Provides slip-free power to 
the cutting mechanism for 
maximum throughput.

Safe Technology
Revolutionary Verbal and Contact Emergency Shut-
down System. In an emergency, simply yell "Stop" or 
hit the top cover and the shredder immediately stops.

Solid Cutting Head
A solid block of German Solingen Steel 
is milled to create each cutting cylinder.

CleanTEC® Filtration
Eliminates up to 98% of the fine dust par-
ticles produced by the shredder. This pro-
vides improved air quality and promotes a 
healthy work environment.

All Steel Frame
Keeps the cutting cylinders 
in perfect alignment for 
optimal performance.

Door Open 
Interlock
Prevents the shred-
der from operating 
with the door open. 
This safety feature is 
found on all models.

*Some components not available on certain models.

Shredding Solutions

®

Limited Lifetime Warranty
Dahle guarantees CleanTEC® shredders to be free from manufacturing defects (materials / workmanship) for a period of 2 years. Dahle 
offers a lifetime guarantee on the cutting cylinders (1 year on Security Level 5 and Level 6 models).

This warranty does not cover damage caused by improper oiling, paper jams, misuse, abuse, improper line voltage, or unauthorized repair. 
This warranty applies to the original purchaser only and is not transferable. There are no other warranties expressed or implied beyond the 
face of this agreement. For service or more information on this warranty, contact a Dahle Account Representative at (800) 995-1379. 

ESP Protection
The shredder "Knows" how much you're 
shredding. When sheet capacity 
is exceeded, the shredder 
will not operate until 
paper is removed and 
proper capacity it met.
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